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OutWit Hub is now available in three different versions: Pro,.n FTP download was added to OutWit Hub Enterprise in version
5.0: "Technological" versions of OutWits can be downloaded via FTPS/PPTP protocol (no need to use different proxies to
download files in different OutWIT policy options). New versions of OutWhite Hub can be enabled as a default service in

Network Management Updater or OutWatch Manager. NFR versions have not been added to Update Control. In the OutWhit
HUB itself, you can enable different versions of the policy for domains (register, subdomains, branches, etc.) by FTC at the

domain level. The register can be added as part of a general policy for all or for one of several domains. In some versions, you
can also select different versions of the policy for each domain (depending on the size of the domain), or set the default to one

version. Domains can be combined into groups. These groups can be distributed across domains according to policies. (for
example, all domains can have one policy that applies to all domain groups.) In version Out Wit 5.1, it was possible to

implement such authentication mechanisms as authorizations and key authentication. Group-level domain authentication
involves the use of at least two authenticators (or groups of authenticated authenticators) in the same role. In version 5, the

following was added: "If one of the accounts cannot log in, a group can be created based on it for the most secure use of the
domain on the network." RADIUS authentication was only added in version 4.5.0. The software was added only in version 5.2,
not including PLA (only includes OutWisp). Full versions of Out Whit Huub: OutWait has developed its own set of group-level
authentication software that may be included in the OutWhits Hub version, but is different from OutWhited HUUB. It has the

following features: "Hubs provide the ability to authenticate a user at the level of entities (groups of entities) and groups of
entities." Specifically, the entity group includes Domain Entities, Local Entities
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